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CHARMING DUBAI

A place of intercultural cooperation
Inspired by personal experience and with input from some guides, we wanted to create architecture
based on the human scale – which is often missing in Dubai, UAE. Additionally we wanted to
emphasize the intercultural exchange through architecture. Being able to socialize with other residents
is key to any community.
Our plot design is based on the structures of old oriental cities, which ensure optimal protection from
the prevailing environmental conditions, due to their traditional way of construction and material.
High-points in the city`s skyline give clearly recognizable landmarks, helping people to orientate
themselves naturally. The high-points have the additional effect of catching the wind, steering it
downwards into the city, chilling the surroundings. Courtyards and niches form public retreat zones
whilst offering gathering points and places to interact for visitors.
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intercultural exchange

traditional materials
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natural cooling by water

canopies for shadding

clay consturction
orientation via high-points

living waterside
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social comfort and privacy
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Axes referrencing the library and Dubai City

Scaling the levels

Integration of water

Natural orientation via high-points

Permeable front

protective gateways

detailed planning

Masterplan M 1:500
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Photovoltaic System

Insulation flat roof:
Metac FLP 1 Duratec

Reinforced concrete
(Concrete core cooling)

Youtube Video - Charming Dubai
Multi Comfort House
Student Contest Edition 2018

Water Heater

Night Time
Ventilation
Battery

Parquet floor
Floating screed:
weber.fool 4060 CT-C40-F7

Air Humidity
Control

Curtain wall:
Clay brick

Concrete Core Cooling
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Wall insulation:
RS 021 Facade plus ultra
Clay wall
Venetian blinds

Cley Advantage

Before

Windows:
SageGlass® Clear w/SR2.0

After

Heat Exchanger
Underground Parking
Perimeter insulation:
Styrodur 2800 C foam board
Blinding layer
Gravel layer
Fire safety concept

Underground parking

High Points

City Structure
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Pedestal Storey

Parking

Daylight strategy

Studio		
210 m²		

Apartment Typ1
70m²

Apartment Typ2
140m²

Floorplan Groundfloor M 1:200

Floorplan Upper Floor M 1:200

